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)P: 
P4t@n: y/ c0 take ' clay 
whi* ma(Db* : #i( sE 

: p8ß < -& someth-g 
textu8d " p4t@n6 from 
home like buF* wrap, #$e " 
dra- co3r-gs & achie3 a 
p4t@n " textu8 which 

f1ls g,d - y/r 2Bs

C,l )p:
Place y/r s!s"y #$e - ' fridge , 'y c0 be put -

 ' fridge & a= a c,*r f1l-g $ ' 2Bs .lp-g & f1l
 gr/Gd quick@

Y/r S!s"y objects 
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2B " s< somew.8 
w.8 y/ c0 s1 " &uch 

'm

Take y/r dry s!s"y object : a metal sp,n, #+t ruF-g
' surface 9 y/r clay #$e  lightly w<h ' sp,n

By 8pDt6ly ruF-g ' clay
w<h ' back 9 ' sp,n < wi(

 c84e a sm,th, !joyab* surface

 K1p do-g th7 uAil y/ +e
 2;y w<h ' textu8 9 y/r

s!s"y #$e

2.

3. EXAMP*s
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A diorama is a 3D model of a scene that can include minature or full size models. You 
can use your Boredom box and materials to create your very own  diorama! We chose 
to make a cosy artist s̒ bedroom but you might want to recreate your own bedroom or 
a favourite memory, place or maybe even a dream.

A good place to start is by cutting any excess cardboard from your box. You 
can try cutting out sections to create windows and doors. Cardboard can 
be a bit tricky to cut so remember to be extra careful and seek help from 
an adult if you need!
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Mixing materials 
together can create 

different textures. You 
can use bits of fabric 

and patterned paper to 
create things like 

wallpaper, curtains, 
blankets or rugs. 

This activity was inspired by a body of work by ‘Creative Spark Theatre Artsʻ titled ‘The Faces 
of Lockdownʻ that was on display as part of a showcase of projects involved in the Creative 
Communities Programme. We showed some wonderful artworks from two boredom box 
recipients and had a great time sharing boredom boxes with other community groups from 
across Scotland. 

You can read more about the event here: https://www.inspiringscotland.org.uk 
Learn more about Creative Spark Theatre Arts here: https://creativesparktheatrearts.co.uk
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Can you match the artist to their 
tiny painting? 

1. Frida Kahlo - ‘Self Portrait IIʻ  
2. Henri Matisse - ‘Blue Nudeʻ 
3. CY Twombly - ‘Untitledʻ 
4. Joan Miro - ‘Design for a Tapestryʻ 
5. René Magritte - ‘The Son of Manʻ 

A B
C

D E

ANSWERS: 1=D , 2=A , 3=B, 4=E, 5=C 

For our diorama we made some tiny paintings inspired by real works of art. Can you guess which 
paintings they are? (Check if youʻre right with the answers below!)
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Place your palm 
flat, facing towards 
you. Hold the wool 

between your thumb 
and your index 

finger. 

The loose end of 
your wool to the 
left. The wool you 
are working with 
(still attached to 
the ball) to the 

right.Weave the wool 
(going from left to 

right) over your 
index finger, under 
your middle finger, 

over your ring 
finger and behind 
your little finger.

A beginner’s guide to finger knitting

Tip: Use your thumb to
 hold the wool in place.
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For the next row, 
take the wool over 
your little finger, 

under your ring 
finger, over your 
middle finger and 
behind your index 

finger.

Repeat and bring 
the wool around 

and over your index 
finger, under your 
middle finger, over 

your ring finger 
and behind your 
little finger.

For the final row, 
bring your wool 
around and over 

your pinky finger, 
under your ring 
finger and over 

your middle finger. 
Trap the wool 

between your index 
finger and your 
middle finger.
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Keep the tail end 
trapped between 
your thumb and 

index finger to stop 
it from flying away. 

With your other 
hand, pull the 

bottom row on your 
pinky finger over 
the top of your 

finger. Move to your 
ring finger and pull 
the bottom row up 
over your finger. 
Repeat on your 
middle finger.

You may need to 
bend your fingers 
down a bit as you 
pull the rows up 

and over.
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To finish casting on 
take the loose end 
of the wool from 

between your thumb 
and index finger 

and bring it 
forward.

Lift it up and over 
the wool between 
your thumb and 

index finger. Bring 
the loose end 

behind your hand to 
keep it out of the 

way.

Example

Continue repeating these steps until you are
 happy with the length of your finger knitting.

This activty was inspired by one of the young people
 we have worked with, Thank you for teaching us!
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For this activity you will need to gather: 

6-8 twigs that are roughly the same size - These will be the deck of the raft 
2 slightly longer and thicker sticks - These will be the frame of the raft 
1 longer twig - This will be the mast for your raft
1 Large Leaf- This will be the sail for you raft
String / wool to hold your raft together

Nature Rafts
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STEP ONE

STEP TWO

STEP THREE

Line your smaller sticks up in a row and start to wind a piece of string around  one 
end. Thread your string around the sticks in an under- over pa!ern. 

1.

2.
Using the same piece of string, repeat 
step one in the opposite direction. Tie 
both ends togeher with a knot. 

Repeat steps one and two with a new piece of string on the other end of your raft. 

3.
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STEP FOUR

STEP FIVE

Take your thicker sticks and lay them horizontally across your raft. Tie each 
end of the sticks to your raft. This will secure the base of the raft and make it 
nice and strong for sailing. 

Take your long stick and slot it in the 
middle of your raft. If your sticks are 
close together then this should be 
enough to keep the mast upright. 
However, you may need to use a bit of 
string to fix the mast to the base of 
the raft. 

4.

5.
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STEP SIX

Slide your leaf onto the mast by making one hole near the bo!om of the 
leaf and one near the top. 

You now have your very own nature raft! Float it in any body of water or 
send it on a jouney down a river. You could even hold a nature raft race 
with your friends or family!

6.
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